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Distribution automation is the inevitable trend of the economic construction and 
development. When a failure or abnormal condition occurs，distribution automation 
device can quickly remove fault line, isolate fault area, and timely restore power to 
the non-fault area, so as to shorten the blackout time and reduce blackout area. 
First of all, the applications and the functional requirements of distribution 
automation terminal is analyzed, combining with the characteristics of existing 
products on the market, puts forward the function requirements of power distribution 
automation terminal platform. According to the function requirements, a design 
scheme which is based on the CAN bus and pluggable structure is proposed, in order 
to meet the flexible configuration, strong extensibility and hot plug features of the 
power distribution automation terminal platform. 
Secondly, implement the scheme and make a prototype. The main work includes 
hardware circuit design and software programming. Hardware circuit design includes: 
the CPU card device selection and peripheral circuit design (ADC collection, RS485, 
Ethernet and CAN bus, etc.), I/O board device selection and I/O circuit design, 
human-computer interaction board device selection and LCD driver circuit design. 
Software design mainly includes: system software programming based on UCOSII + 
UCGUI (protection algorithm implementation, communication processing design, 
analog feature extraction algorithm, etc.), the design of the human-computer interface 
(fixed value display and modify, report and status display, etc.). 
Then, an arc detection probe and a passive wireless temperature acquisition 
system were designed for integrated platform. The arc detection probe can set 
threshold by dial switch. While extern light intensity is larger than threshold intensity, 
detection sensor output state signals, in conjunction with the over-current protection 
criterion to realize the arc protection. Passive wireless temperature acquisition system 
communicated with the integrated platform by RS485 interface, to send temperature 
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protocol. Thus, integrated platform can realize the temperature monitoring and 
protection for switch cabinet. 
Finally, test the performance of the prototype. The experimental results and data 
show that the integrated platform can better realize the basic function of the 
distribution automation terminal needed. 
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